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Motivation: The puzzle about renegotiations

• In spite of the wide interest for public-private 
arrangements, the economic literature refers to 
renegotiation as the principal source of the mitigated 
success of PPPs[Guasch, 2004].

• Indeed, renegotiations would lead to:
– Price increases

– Delays

– Reduction in investment obligations

• However, interviews with practitioners revealed that:
– Yes, renegotiations are frequent

– No, they do not systematically lead to a negative outcome



Motivation: The puzzle about renegotiations

• The theoretical literature is not a one-track approach…

– Renegotiations as a lack of commitment [Guasch, Laffont, Straub, 2006, 
2007]

– Renegotiations as a way to implement innovation and share additional 
surplus [Hart, Shleifer, Vishny, 1997]

– Renegotiations as a necessary but costly process due to maladaptations 
[Crocker, Reynolds, 1993; Saussier 2000]

– Renegotiations are not an issue! [Baker, Gibbons, Murphy, 2002]

• …neither is the empirical literature

– Renegotiations are studied for the trade-off between complete/incomplete 
contracts or flexible/rigid contracts [Crocker Masten 1991, Crocker 
Reynolds 1993, Bajari Houghton Tadelis 2007]

– Summary statistics showing negative outcomes of renegotiations [Guasch 
2004]

– Case studies telling the story of win-win renegotiations [de Brux 2010]



Research question and method

• We investigate the impact of renegotiations on the 
satisfaction of parties and on contractual surplus

– Surplus and parties’satisfaction are nearly impossible to assess

– Our assumption: Contract renewal indirectly measures the 
satisfaction of parties from their previous contractual relationship

– Parties who felt prejudiced during renegotiations are not willing 
to contract again together 

In Fact, we study the impact of renegotiations on contract 
renewals.

• Econometric study on an original data-set of 262 expired 
car park PPP contracts

• Originality:
– The indirect measure of satisfaction

– We do not study renegotiations per se, but several features of 
renegotiations



Why the Car Park Sector?

• Municipalities can delegate the construction and 
operation of their car parks through public-private 
arrangements (73% of PPPs in the sector)
– Concession contracts: high discretionary power 

– Public procurement contracts: lower discretionary power

• A competitive market: 10 national operators + local ones 

• A mature market 

• Scope of the database:
– Focus on  262 expired contracts/ 477 renegotiations/ 166 

renewals

– Contracts of 1 firm with 135 different municipalities

– Signed betwwen 1969 and 2008



The different contractual arrangements

Type Concession 

Contracts

Public 

procurement 

contracts

Discretionnary power of the public 

authority to award the contracts

High Low

Number of expired contracts 94 159

Number of renegotiations per year 

of renewed contracts

0.40 0.45

Number of renewed Contracts 42 122

Number of renegotiations per year 

of non renewed contracts

0.35 0.42



Variables

NO_RENEG Occurrence of renegotiations during the contract or 

not

AV_RENEG Frequence of renegotiations

CELERITY Celerity of the 1rst renegotiation after signature

LAST Proximity of the last renegotiation to expiration

Features of renegotiations Definitions

TYPES OF RENEG Tariffs, quality, indexation clause, additional 

investment, financial equilibrium, perimeter, duration

SCOPE Number of renegotiated dimensions

+ Control variables: 

PAST_EXPERIENCE, RENEWEDt-1, SAME_AREA

MULTICONTRACT,  CHANGE_OF_MAYOR,

YEAR, SIZE, BUILT

What may explain the willingness of the parties to renew their contract together?

Relational & reputational 

dimensions



Econometric Specification

RENEWEDit = a.Xit + b.Yit + ei

Where:

– RENEWEDit is a binary variable that indicates 

whether the contract i is renewed or not at time t

– Xit   is a vector of variables that groups the different 

features of renegotiations

– Yit is a set of control variables

– ei is the error term



Results for Concession Contracts
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Results for Public Procurement Contracts



Results for Public Procurement Contracts



Conclusion

• Summary of our results:

• We should not try to elaborate contracts that are rigid 
enough /complete enough to avoid renegotiations

• To Do List:
– No data about users’ satisfaction

– No data about the content of other submitted bids

– No data about the contracts that were not renewed

No univocal 

effect of 

renegotiation

When there is discretionary power:

•There is an optimal level of renegotiations

•Some renegotiation types influence positively 

(negatively) the willingness of the parties to contract 

again together. 

•The scope of renegotiations and the celerity of the 

first one matter as well.



Control variables - Concessions


